WRITING MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
BUSINESS JUST GOT EASIER & FASTER
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
August 11, 2011


























APPLICATION REDESIGN:







































































































After a very comprehensive review of our Medicare supplement application, we
are releasing a newly redesigned application package with improved formatting
and flow making it easier to collect required information as you walk your client
through the application.


CHANGES:















































































In general, changes to the application include:
Adding of a barcode identifier to provide more efficient and timely internal
processing
Clearly identifying all forms required for submission with the application
Key changes include:
1. Application Submission Checklist (Cover page of application package): The
producer information form has been eliminated and the producer
information has been added to the top of the checklist. The checklist is now
a required form that must be returned with the application.
2. Open Enrollment (OE)/Guarantee Issue (GI) Worksheet: (backside of the
Application Submission Checklist) A convenient checklist has been developed
to help you determine if your client is in an OE or GI situation, saving you
time by not having to consult the underwriting guide. The worksheet
applies to general CMS guidelines. Certain state specific guidelines can still
be found in the underwriting guide.
3. Calculate Your Premium is now a required form and has been moved to
page 2 of the application
4. Application changes:
Check off option for policy delivery has been moved to the front page of
the application
When replacing coverage, the “reason for termination/disenrollment”
now requires you to check the appropriate answer from a list of required
CMS guarantee issue scenarios. There is no need to write in the answer
and it provides another checkpoint to determine whether a client
qualifies for guarantee issue (Example 1)









































































For producer use only. Not for use with the general public.

































EXAMPLE 1: REASON
FOR TERMINATION /
DISENROLLMENT














































































































Applicant A





































































Applicant B



















Health Questions: The health questions are now easier to read and
include better explanations and/or details
 Medical diagnoses are now individually listed instead of buried in a
paragraph and can be checked off as a “yes” or “no”. (Example 2
below)
 The maximum insulin dosage for diabetes has been removed
 Chronic hepatitis has been added as a medical condition that may
result in declination of coverage
 The format has changed to better facilitate the listing of
medications. (Example 3 below)
5. Section H: Agreement and Authorization: The HIPAA form has been
eliminated and incorporated into this single page, eliminating the need to
have your client sign multiple forms
6. Method of Payment Form: Payment information has been removed from
the application and added to the Method of Payment form. The Method of
Payment form has been condensed to a single page and is a required form























































































































































































EXAMPLE 2: MEDICAL
DIAGNOSIS





















































































































Applicant A













Applicant B











































































































































































EXAMPLE 3:
MEDICATION LIST





















For producer use only. Not for use with the general public

 

 

MARKETING MATERIALS:

Form numbers for the application books remain the same. Beginning today, all
orders for application books with Print Date 08/10/11 will contain the new
application. The old application will still be accepted for 60-days.
Materials may be viewed/downloaded at www.Gerberlifegroup.com and are
also available to order by completing the Supply Requisition Form, T03_245 and
faxing to (866) 931-5502 or by calling (877) 617-5592.













QUESTIONS:

































































Call: (877) 617-5592
E-Mail: GerberSalesSupport@medsuppservices.com
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